Hi

Welcome to the March edition of NICTA News, we hope you enjoy the new digital format!

Keep reading to find out more about NICTA start-up Saluda Medical, and its recent capital-raising success, our annual technology showcase, Techfest 2015, Toby Walsh’s article on the hot topic of deep learning in artificial intelligence (AI), and we meet Michael Phillips, eGov Cluster Manager.

CEO MESSAGE

"It has been an eventful start to the year here at NICTA, with our annual technology showcase, Techfest, taking place in February to wide acclaim. This was an incredible event at which Communications Minister Malcolm Turnbull delivered an inspiring keynote speech to hundreds of Techfest guests ...."

News

NICTA Techfest lights up the Australian Technology Park

Highly secure operating systems for drones, vision processing systems for Australia’s bionic eye, map-based access to open spatial data, and unique 3D GPS tracking software featuring synchronised sound and video were just a few of the highlights of Techfest 2015.

Research Focus

Professor Toby Walsh, Research Group Leader in NICTA’s Optimisation Group, talks about the latest in a series of breakthroughs in deep learning, one of the hottest topics today in AI.

Business Focus

February brought exciting news for NICTA start-up company Saluda Medical, which announced during Techfest that it had received $10 million in Series B financing for its revolutionary treatment for chronic pain.
Staff Profile

Michael Phillips – a leading Canberra collaborator

Michael Phillips has a long history of working collaboratively with people to get the best outcome for all concerned. After all he is from a family of nine children!

Read more

People & Achievements

Visit our News section to learn more about what NICTA's people are achieving, both in Australia and on a global scale.

Read more

Upcoming Events

CONNECT Show 2015
21-22 APR
How technologies will CONNECT™ in the future to change the way we do business.

CeBIT Australia
5-7 MAY
A three-day crash course in the new wave of digital transformation.

See all events

Visit NICTA@CONNECT